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Introduction 

Since the invention of the automobile in 1885, motorised mobility has become a 

primary facilitator of economic growth. In Western economies in particular, the car is 

king when it comes to personal mobility.  

 

A number of factors are fomenting a rethink of mobility business models, aimed at 

drawing emphasis away from the privately owned automobile towards Mobility as a 

Service (MaaS) (Wong et al, 2017). However, the cult of car ownership is a powerful 

force, underpinned by consumer psychology (Gössling, 2018) and a global 

automotive industry with a dominant voice, as well as economic and physical 

infrastructures designed around the ownership model. 

 

For new mobility models to achieve widespread consumer acceptance, there is a 

need to rethink and reshape the way mobility is communicated in the media. 

 

Background 

Climate change, air pollution and geo-political instabilities have prompted 

governments to announce measures restricting or banning the sale of new vehicles 

powered by fossil fuels, while many local and regional governments have already 

implemented widespread restrictions to their use in urban areas. In parallel, actors 

new to the mobility sector have been applying innovative thinking and digital 

technologies to develop mobility models based on sharing, integrated and 

autonomous approaches with the aim of reducing urban congestion (Schulze et al, 

2015). 

 



Although the reaction of incumbent car manufacturers to these developments has 

generally been slow or even resistant, many are now implementing policies aimed at 

repositioning themselves as “providers of mobility solutions” (Zimmermann et al, 

2017). However, with massive global manufacturing and sales networks, they have 

substantial vested interests in maintaining high levels of individual mobility. 

  

There is a need for thought leadership in the automotive media to counter the pre-

eminence of the automobile in the Western consumer psyche and the control 

exerted by global car makers on the media narrative. 

 

The medium (of mobility) is the metaphor 

In Amusing Ourselves to Death (1985), Neil Postman argues that “the medium is the 

metaphor”, itself a reference to Marshall McLuhan’s argument that “the clearest way 

to see through a culture is to attend to its tools for conversation”. 

 

By extending this thinking to ‘medium’ in its broader sense as a means of 

conveyance, the media metaphor of mobility in modern Western society is the 

automobile. “Whether we are experiencing the world through the lens of speech or 

the printed word or the television camera, our media metaphors classify the world for 

us, sequence it, frame it, enlarge it, reduce it, colour it, argue a case for what it is 

like.” (Postman, 1985, Page 11). If one replaces “speech or the printed word or the 

television camera” with “mobility by foot or by horse or by car”, it is possible to infer 

how the human experience has been shaped through the ages by developments in 

the media of mobility. Within the societal context of the present day and even an 

individual’s own momentary experiences, one can draw further inferences by 

inserting “mobility by bicycle or by bus or by car”. 

 

The portrayal of the car in the media 

There is a duality here in the consideration of media. The car has become a media 

metaphor for mobility to a considerable extent through its portrayal in the 

communication media. In The Psychology of the Car (2018), Stefan Gössling refers 

to the role of the media, stating: “With their importance for mass audiences, they 

spread and validate automotive norms.” 

 



In the case of the motoring media (concerned with product rather than the business 

of making cars), influence is exerted in a two-step flow of communication (Katz and 

Lazarsfeld, 1955), whereby information passes from the media to opinion leaders 

and then into the broader consciousness. In “Specialist Journalism” (Orange and 

Turner, 2013), the chapter Automotive Journalism by Andrew Noakes notes that 

“Magazines reporting on the motor industry are very nearly as old as the industry 

itself”, referring to the launch in 1895 of The Autocar in the UK and The Horseless 

Age in the USA. “…[editor] Sturmey had a variety of interests within the motor 

industry and was keen to promote the new-fangled horseless carriage. … 

Fundamental ethical issues have been part of automotive journalism ever since.”  

Noakes is referring to the symbiotic relationship that has always existed between 

carmakers and motoring journalists that is predisposed to present the car as a hero.  

 

Inherent bias 

The vast majority of motoring journalists have always been men who are passionate 

about cars. Not merely a tendency, this attribute is a prerequisite for entry into the 

profession. “Car enthusiasts looking for a way to turn their passion into a career are 

often attracted to automotive journalism”, (Noakes, 2013). The first line in Coventry 

University’s overview of its MA in Automotive Journalism states “If you have a 

passion for cars and communication, this course can help you turn that passion into 

a career”. The Guild of Motoring Writers, the UK’s foremost professional body for 

automotive journalists, states as number two on its list of five objectives “To 

encourage motoring, road safety and motor sport”. 

 

Motoring journalists are also committed and enthusiastic drivers. Thus, it is not 

merely the car that is king, but the driver. Speaking to audiences of fellow 

enthusiasts in publications such as Autocar (UK), Car and Driver (USA) and Auto 

Motor und Sport (Germany), there is a persistent message that supports the 

supremacy of driving, and of the primacy of the journey rather than the destination. 

Motoring journalism also has a distinctly masculine voice that likes to revel in the 

metaphors of mastery over a powerful mechanical beast. 

 

If motoring journalists touch on other forms of transportation, it is usually with a 

negative tone. “There’s a stark choice. Either join the queue, be at the mercy of 



timetables and share your ride with lots of other people or do Bangernomics – the 

science of buying and running an old car for next to nothing.” (James Ruppert, 

Autocar, April 2020).  

 

While many criticisms made by motoring journalists of alternative forms of mobility 

are justified, the narrative consistently supports the status quo rather than taking a 

forward-looking approach to innovations that might alter it – “here are reasons why 

this won’t work and why what we have is better”. 

 

Indeed, the motoring media tends to take a conservative approach to adopting new 

ideas even from within its own field. This particularly impacts those aspects of 

innovation perceived to negatively affect the level of control and interaction the driver 

has with the car. Such innovations include drive-by-wire technologies, advanced 

driver assistance systems, driveline electrification and autonomous vehicles. 

 

The pervasive role of the car maker 

However, to lay the blame for the heroic depiction of the automobile entirely at the 

feet of motoring journalists would be misleading and inaccurate. The star billing 

enjoyed by the automobile is carefully nurtured by those who make them. “The 

automobile is now systematically assigned personality by carmakers … This serves 

the purpose of reinforcing linkages to the car, to create new dependencies, and to 

firmly establish the private car as a global transport norm.” (Gössling, 2018).  

 

Carmakers have at their disposal myriad media tools. Initially purely an experience 

for participants and spectators, motorsport rapidly proliferated through the early 

motoring media as an exciting and engaging metaphor for the automobile. Film and 

television have provided another powerful media platform for framing the automobile 

and drivers as heroes. As well as innumerable productions where the plot revolves 

entirely around an automotive theme such as motorsport, road trips or cars as 

characters (e.g. “Herbie”, “Knightrider”, “Cars”, “The Car”), the automobile is also a 

firm favourite in supporting roles, with product placement used extensively by 

carmakers. Examples range from James Bond (Aston Martin), Bullitt (Ford) and 

Herbie (VW) in the 60s and 70s, to Men in Black (Mercedes-Benz) and Iron Man 

(Audi). Even without product placement deals, the car is a popular mechanism of 



cinematography, applied in thrilling car chases, for character development or as a 

scene setter or story hook. Automobile mastery is frequently used to portray strength 

and heroism, and to reinforce gender stereotypes. 

 

Social media has become an important and influential platform for the car. There are 

thousands of dedicated forums on which enthusiasts discuss all manner of motoring 

minutiae. And some car makers have built strong presences on mainstream 

platforms, enabling them to cultivate a direct and conversational relationship with 

consumers. BMW, for instance, has 26.8 million followers on Instagram, while 

Mercedes-Benz has 26.6 million. Furthermore, carmakers have forged formal and 

informal alliances on social media with “influencers” and “ambassadors” who occupy 

the grey area of citizen or semi-professional journalism that exists in the blogosphere 

and on YouTube, et al. 

 

The automotive media as a fourth estate 

If journalism exists as the fourth estate to hold those in power to account, in the 

automotive context “those in power” are the carmakers. However, the problem lies in 

the underlying assumptions. If one accepts that the job of a political journalist in a 

democracy is to hold government to account, the underlying assumption is that the 

journalist upholds the supremacy of democracy. By that measure, an automotive 

journalist holds carmakers to account, but with the underlying assumption that 

upholds the supremacy of the automobile. Other forms of transportation do not have 

a proportionate media interface with the consumer. 

 

The argument for mobility journalism 

For public discourse around mobility to become more inclusive and less biased 

towards the privately owned car, there is a need for effective mobility journalism. 

This role exists to a certain extent today in the mainstream news media under the 

heading of “transport correspondent”. 

 

However, the transport correspondent is usually part of a complex two-step flow of 

communication (Lazarsfeld and Katz, 1955) that exists within the automotive media, 

whereby certain authoritative voices, be they specialist publications or specific 

individuals, function as opinion leaders for other journalists in the transport domain.  



Thus, when it comes to individual mobility, the most influential journalistic voices 

come from the specialist car-biased automotive media. And even within the specialist 

motoring media there exists a hierarchy of opinion leaders exchanging and 

reinforcing views. It is therefore reasonable to assume that a relatively small 

proportion of the automotive media is able to exert considerable influence in the 

journalistic discourse surrounding individual mobility. 

 

Although many specialist motoring platforms now offer sections or distinct 

publications dedicated to ‘green motoring’, these generally focus on electric and 

hybrid vehicles and have emerged largely in response to products introduced by 

carmakers. Ring fencing the topic in this way also promotes a sense of its otherness. 

Furthermore, it fails to address the dominance of the privately owned car as the 

media metaphor for mobility. 

  

Other new platforms have emerged that consider electric vehicles as part of the 

broader pantheon of sustainable mobility and clean energy models. While these 

show promise, the emerging trend is towards an adversarial media landscape that 

pits one against the other. And, as was the case with motoring journalists at the 

dawn of the automobile age, these new voices are speaking to a small body of 

enthusiasts committed to an ideology of sustainability.  

 

The Clarkson effect 

In any discussion of thought leadership in the automotive media, it would be remiss 

not to reference the widespread international success achieved by Jeremy Clarkson 

and BBC Top Gear. Many “serious” motoring journalists consider this frivolous and 

populist. Along the lines of Postman’s thinking, one can argue that Clarkson’s 

influence turned a serious consumer programme into mere entertainment based 

loosely around cars that provided no framework for meaningful discourse on the 

topic. Nevertheless, viewing figures and global syndication and imitation, not to 

mention the clamour of vehicle makers desperate to have their products acclaimed 

or trashed at the hands of Clarkson et al. clearly demonstrated the appeal of the 

format – but is it journalism?  

 



If it is to compete effectively with the powerful voice spoken by carmakers across the 

spectrum of entertainment and social media platforms, there is an argument for 

mobility journalism also to reach the consumer base through the medium of pseudo-

journalistic entertainment.  

 

Conclusion – thought leader or thought follower 

As car makers reposition themselves as ‘providers of mobility solutions’, motoring 

media may be driven to follow suit and rebrand themselves as mobility media, with 

‘conventional motoring’ demoted to a specialist niche, in the way that classic car 

media is today. However, this would perpetuate the carmaker in the role of thought 

leader within the industry/media ecosystem. 

 

The fledgling new mobility and clean energy media could also be drawn into the orbit 

of the carmakers or, as seems currently to be the case, develop its own symbiotic 

relationship with powerful newcomers to the mobility market such as Google, Uber, 

Amazon, etc (Schulze et al. 2015). However, such a divisive media landscape pits 

the old against the new, fossil fuels against electric, the human driver against the 

autonomous car, owned against shared.  

 

Alternatively, the motoring media could take the lead, break away from their 

conventional structures and open up the conversation in a constructive and inclusive 

way to include forms of mobility that are not currently part of the narrative promoted 

by incumbent carmakers. They have the professional infrastructures and reach that 

would enable them to evolve existing platforms on their own terms to accommodate 

a smorgasbord of mobility of which the privately owned automobile (electric or 

otherwise) is but one aspect. 

 

By detaching themselves from their long-standing dependency on carmakers, they 

could use the current upheaval within the automotive sector to establish themselves 

as independent thought leaders in mobility. 
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